Area descriptions

The Facility Area is the developed recreation site that includes the firing line and may include other amenities like steel targets, information kiosks, trash collection, and parking areas. In this area, you may only discharge firearms from a designated firing line toward a developed backstop.

The Hazardous Exclusion Area is the designated area adjacent to the facility area where errant or ricochet projectiles could land. You must not enter the Hazardous Exclusion Area.

The Recreation Area is the larger public land area surrounding the facility area and hazardous exclusion area that requires special management because of the recreational activity that occurs there. In this area, you may only discharge firearms within a facility area from the designated firing line toward a developed backstop. Discharge of firearms outside of a facility area is prohibited.

Contact Information

Bureau of Land Management
Phoenix District Office
2030 E Bell Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85022
(602) 867-5400
https://www.blm.gov/office/phoenix-district-office

For emergencies, call 911

See inset map below